Noninvasive Depth-Resolved Optical Measurements of the Tympanic Membrane and Middle Ear for Differentiating Otitis Media
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Objective/Hypothesis: In this study, optical coherence tomography (OCT) is used to noninvasively and quantitatively determine tympanic membrane (TM) thickness and the presence and thickness of any middle-ear biofilm located behind the TM. These new metrics offer the potential to differentiate normal, acute, and chronic otitis media (OM) infections in pediatric subjects.

Study Design: Case series with comparison group.

Methods: The TM thickness of 34 pediatric subjects was acquired using a custom-built, handheld OCT system following a traditional otoscopic ear exam.

Results: Overall thickness (TM and any associated biofilm) was shown to be statistically different for normal, acute, and chronic infection groups (normal-acute and normal-chronic: \( P < 0.001 \); acute-chronic: \( P = 0.0016 \)). Almost all observed scans from the chronic group had an accompanying biofilm structure. When the thickness of the TM and biofilm were considered separately in chronic OM, the chronic TM thickness correlated with the normal group (\( P = 0.68 \)) yet was still distinct from the acute OM group (\( P < 0.001 \)), indicating that the TM in chronic OM returns to relatively normal thickness levels.

Conclusion: Identifying these physical changes in vivo provides new metrics for noninvasively and quantitatively differentiating normal, acute, and chronic OM. This new diagnostic information has the potential to assist physicians to more effectively and efficiently screen, manage, and refer patients based on quantitative data.
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INTRODUCTION

The accurate diagnosis of otitis media (OM) lies in navigating the numerous confounding and qualitative factors that may present during an exam, including patient history, physical exam, prior antibiotic prescription, swelling and/or otalgia of the tympanic membrane (TM), and overall presentation of the infection.\(^1\) During patient examinations, most diagnostic parameters are based on physical characteristics of the TM viewed from the ear canal, including but not limited to coloration, transparency, injection, and the presence of an effusion. The proper collection and interpretation of these qualitative parameters varies not only with illumination and observation but also with the experience of the physician.\(^1\) The resulting sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing OM using a traditional otoscope exam has been reported to be 70%.\(^2\) Due to this variability and subjectivity, a wide range of interpretations and diagnoses result, even among experienced physicians. Ultimately, it is important to ensure an accurate diagnosis because the specific treatment course differs among the wide range of presentations of OM. Acute cases may require close observation by the physician at subsequent follow-up visits or a prescribed antibiotic course. Similarly, chronic cases may require a different, stronger, or longer antibiotic course. Additionally, they may eventually require more invasive surgical intervention, depending on the current needs of the patient and state of the infection. Enacting a treatment plan with insufficient knowledge of the infection or an incorrect hypothesis could lead to administering a less effective treatment plan.

Other techniques used to more accurately diagnose OM and OM-related infections noninvasively have accuracies similar to a traditional otoscope exam, such as acoustic...
reflectometry (sensitivity: 63.6%; specificity: 79.7%) and tympanometry (sensitivity: 86.9%; specificity: 71.7%), but are still typically recommended to be used in conjunction with a traditional otoscope for diagnosis. Although the use of pneumatic otoscopy increases the diagnostic accuracy (sensitivity: +12%; specificity: +18%) when used alongside a traditional otoscope exam, 25% to 50% of physicians do not utilize pneumatic otoscopy as part of their normal patient exam; 43% of pneumatic exams are performed or interpreted incorrectly without proper training. Removing sufficient cerumen from the ear canal and obtaining a proper seal are the primary challenges for collecting accurate data using these techniques, which then must also be interpreted correctly. The difficulty in diagnosing and treating OM leads to a high rate of myringotomy procedures with tympanostomy tube placement, which is one of the most commonly performed surgical procedures under general anesthesia for young children. The prevalence of OM leads to high direct and indirect health-care costs, estimated at approximately $3 billion nationwide.

Otoscope designs and their technology have not significantly improved since the inception of this instrument, being little more than a device for the illumination and magnification of the surface of tissue. There is a strong need for a new, modern, diagnostic tool to better diagnose OM infections in children, especially considering the increasing evidence regarding the role of biofilms in the OM infection process. Biofilms are aggregates of bacteria that have collectively formed an extracellular polymeric matrix in response to the surrounding environment. These structures confer a significant increase in antibiotic resistance of approximately 1,000-fold when compared to the resistance of free-floating planktonic bacteria, providing additional evasive mechanisms from the host immune system, and likely serve as a reservoir for seeding recurrent infections. The presence of biofilms in the middle ear and their link to chronic OM in humans was first established in a chinchilla animal model and then later in a human study. Related work has shown that biofilms also inhabit the adenoids and sinususes. The complex role that biofilms play in upper respiratory infections in the sinususes, middle ear, and oropharynx is not yet well understood, largely due to the fact that they are difficult to observe and track in vivo.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been used in previous studies to investigate and observe the structure and dynamics of the ear, both ex vivo and in vivo. Although some recent studies have been performed in surgical settings, previous investigations in humans have largely been restricted to ex vivo tissue studies due to the technical difficulties of imaging the ear in vivo, including developing an appropriate beam-delivery system. This clinical study is driven by our previous body of work for which we first imaged in vitro biofilms with OCT to understand their microstructure and growth over time. In a subsequent clinical study, middle-ear infections were induced and imaged in a rat model, which showed visible biofilm-like structures affixed to the TM. The presence of a middle-ear biofilm was later directly correlated with histological findings. Following the construction of a handheld OCT scanner and portable system for clinical applications, in vivo OCT imaging of the TM and middle-ear biofilms was demonstrated in a clinical study involving adult human subjects with or without chronic OM.

Collectively, this body of work helped establish the link between recurrent or chronic OM and biofilms in the middle ear and demonstrated that a noninvasive, real-time, OCT image of the TM can be utilized to assess the presence of a biofilm that may develop behind the TM in adult patients with chronic OM. In this study, we target the pediatric population for whom OM is most common. OCT is used to determine the thickness of the TM as well as the presence of any middle-ear biofilm located behind the TM. These results are investigated as potential new image-based metrics to differentiate normal, acute, and chronic infection states in pediatric subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study randomly samples the outpatient pediatric population of Champaign–Urbana, Illinois, visiting Carle Foundation Hospital either at the otolaryngology specialist clinic or the primary care clinic. In total, 34 pediatric subjects were recruited for this study. Proper informed consent was acquired for all participants following institutional review board (IRB) protocols approved by the University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign and Carle Foundation Hospital. Inclusion into one of the three subgroups (normal, acute OM, chronic OM) was based on the clinical presentation of the infection as determined by the physician’s otoscopic assessment, following the recommendations outlined by the American Academy of Pediatricians in The Diagnosis and Management of Acute Otitis Media. Generally, acute cases are defined as physical findings of effusion, purulent/serous discharge with accompanying fever or pain. Chronic cases usually present multiple episodes of infection in a 6-month time period, and/or a persistent effusion for greater than 3 months. Subjects were excluded from this study if they were 18 years of age or older to ensure a focus on OM in the pediatric population, or if the subjects’ temperament and/or discomfort prohibited imaging with the handheld device. There were no gender restrictions.

A portable custom-built OCT system with a handheld scanner (Fig. 1) was used for this study, and is described in detail elsewhere. The system utilized a broadband light source with a central wavelength of 830 nm, and it was capable of resolving tissue microstructure with 4-micron axial and 15-micron transverse resolution in cross-sectional images processed and displayed at rates of up to 70 frames per second—each frame consisting of 1,000 columns (A-scans). Higher-resolution color surface images of each TM were collected with a commercial, digital video otoscope for documentation of the physician’s diagnostic criteria.

Research image and data collection for each human subject in this study followed the regularly scheduled standard-of-care medical examination. This served to not only prevent any interruption or deviation in patient care, but also to provide the physician an opportunity to formulate an unbiased diagnostic opinion that was solely based on following the current gold standard of care. Subjects were then consented and scanned with the handheld OCT system, which added on average no more than 5 minutes to the exam visit time. Average TM-thickness values were calculated from three representative locations for each cross-sectional OCT image. An
index of refraction of \( n = 1.44 \) was used in this calculation, which has been shown to be the average index of refraction across the human TM in ex vivo specimens.\(^{26}\) If the TM was angled in the image, its geometry was mathematically accounted for in the thickness measurements. To investigate the statistical significance of these measurements, a two-sided Welch’s \( t \) test was performed to compare infection groups. A traditional Student \( t \) test was not used because it was not known if each TM thickness group had equal variance. Each grouping was considered by comparing normal-acute, acute-chronic, and normal-chronic statistics. An open-source statistical computational software package (R, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing) was used to facilitate these calculations, which were later verified manually.

RESULTS

Representative OCT data from this study, highlighting normal ear findings, acute OM, and chronic OM pathologies—along with representative otoscopic TM video still images—are shown in Figure 2. Representative cross-sectional OCT images (Fig. 2A–C) and video still surface images (Fig. 2D–F) emphasize the different
image features corresponding to the different pathologies encountered during imaging. Figure 2A shows a cross-sectional OCT scan of a normal, healthy TM, with typical high-scattering depth-resolved features and a thickness of approximately 100 microns, and with a representative video still image of a normal, healthy TM in Figure 2D. A cross-sectional OCT scan of an acute TM is shown in Figure 2B, showing an increased thickness when compared to the normal case, most likely due to inflammation. When displayed on the same intensity scale, tympanic membranes with acute OM also typically exhibited lower optical scattering on OCT, compared to the normal and chronic OM cases. Figure 2E shows a video image of an acute TM, which is bulging, erythematous, and injected. A cross-sectional OCT image of a chronic TM (yellow line) is shown in Figure 2C. Although the TM has largely returned to normal thickness and optical scattering, a large, thick accompanying biofilm (blue line/arrows) is present with a clear boundary defining each structure. These structures were identified based on the physical orientation of the handheld probe, where the top of the figure faces the ear canal (to exterior) and the bottom of the figure faces the middle ear cavity (to interior). Figure 2F shows a representative video image of the chronic ear infection.

Table I lists the participating pediatric subjects in the study, along with relevant clinical history and overall measured TM thickness. Figure 3 shows a study protocol schematic that highlights the differences between two approaches to detecting and diagnosing OM. Although the physician’s diagnostic evaluation focuses on the qualitative appearances of the TM at the time of exam, the optical measurements allow for a quantitative measurement of the thickness of the TM and provides additional information not available through visual inspection. Whereas Figure 3 visually shows the normal, acute, and chronic (TM and associated biofilm) infection
groups as a normalized distributions based on the mean experimental data, Figure 4 shows the quantitative capabilities of this method. In Figure 4A, the chronic OM group has been subdivided to show thickness of the TM and biofilm. (B) Measured average thickness and statistical analysis presented by group. Mean and standard deviation (error bars) of thickness measurements in micrometers. TM = tympanic membrane. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.laryngoscope.com.]

The results from the relevant statistical calculations are shown in Table II. Each comparison shows statistically significant differences, indicating distinct groupings between infection types in this dataset. Statistical power calculations were performed for this current pediatric study. It should be noted that the ninth case had no distinguishable thin film thickness in the chronic OM infection group). These results show that whereas the chronic TM-only group is statistically different from the acute group, it is not statistically different from the normal group. This is somewhat unexpected; further studies are needed to investigate the mechanisms for why the chronic TM returns to a more normal baseline value, even in the presence of an adjacent biofilm in the middle ear.

**TABLE II. Statistical Results Between Normal, Acute OM, and Chronic OM Groups.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison Group</th>
<th>t Value</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal and acute</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal and chronic</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute and chronic</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic (TM only) and normal</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic (TM only) and acute</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OM = otitis media; TM = tympanic membrane.

**DISCUSSION**

A noninvasive, real-time, quantitative thickness measurement of the TM is demonstrated with OCT in normal, acute, and chronic cases of pediatric OM to quantify the state of infection in the middle ear. This technique can be used to assist in the clinical management of the disease and to provide further insight and understanding into the currently uncertain relationship between middle ear infection and biofilm formation. It is not possible to obtain this information with current clinical otoscopy methods, which rely mostly on subjective and qualitative diagnostic factors. The overall thickness of the TM and the presence of a biofilm are shown to be important indicators of infection and together are presented here as a new metrics to diagnose and monitor OM.

The analysis of this experimental data is inherently linked to understanding the optical scattering properties of the tissue. In general, the optical scattering properties of the TM correlate well with the stage of infection. It is expected that normal TMs will appear thin, with a thickness of approximately 100 micrometers, and have relatively strong, uniform scattering throughout the structure. When an acute infection is present, the TM is significantly thickened when compared to a normal TM and has a lower scattering signal as a result of a substantial inflammatory response, typically attributed to Streptococcus pneumoniae. When inflamed, there will be an increase in interstitial fluid in the TM, which will physically separate or dilute scattering particles within the tissue. This will reduce the intensity of the backscattered light, making the tissue features less bright on the OCT image.

In chronic OM, where a biofilm is present, the optical scattering of the TM appears to return to a profile similar to the normal case. Similarly, even though the overall thickness increased significantly in chronic cases, the TM thickness (disregarding the associated biofilm) had largely returned to normal values. The presence of the additional scattering microstructure attributed to a middle-ear bacterial biofilm and affixed behind the TM was found in 89% (8/9) of chronic OM infections in this study. It should be noted that the ninth case had no distinguishable thin film thickness in the chronic OM infection group). These results show that whereas the chronic TM-only group is statistically different from the acute group, it is not statistically different from the normal group. This is somewhat unexpected; further studies are needed to investigate the mechanisms for why the chronic TM returns to a more normal baseline value, even in the presence of an adjacent biofilm in the middle ear.

**Fig. 4. Analysis of TM thickness between diagnostic groups. (A) Histogram of TM thickness. The chronic OM group has been subdivided to show thickness of the TM and biofilm. (B) Measured average thickness and statistical analysis presented by group. Mean and standard deviation (error bars) of thickness measurements in micrometers. TM = tympanic membrane. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.laryngoscope.com.]**
findings from pediatric subjects with acute OM as well as further statistical analysis and comparison within the pediatric population.

The changes to the thickness of the TM and the presence or absence of a biofilm highlight the immune response mechanisms that occur during infection. However, the precise mechanism and cause by which the changes in TM thickness occur are still unclear. It is known that this persistent exposure to a bacterial infection or associated particulates results in an increase in the number of mucin-producing goblet cells in the middle ear mucosa, which contributes to biofilm formation and persistence—and predictably the source of the clinically coined term glue ear. The embedded bacteria within the biofilm exist in a metabolically quieter state and contribute a much lower-level persistent exposure than planktonic bacteria. The resulting response from a persistent low-level exposure to pathogenic material is perhaps related to a tolerance mechanism to the infection and may prepare the tissue to better withstand additional insult. The visible biofilm structure in the images presented here is potentially an indirect observation of the metaplastic changes that occur as a result of this infection process. The different levels of toxin loads produced by bacteria in planktonic or biofilm form in acute and chronic cases may influence the visible thickness changes to some degree. Considering that a biofilm can evade detection by the host immune system through various mechanisms, including the ability to inhibit proinflammatory responses in tissue, it may be that a lack of immune response is the cause. Overall, the underlying mechanisms in the ear that occur in short-term and chronic infections require further study and investigation.

There are several limitations to the collected data that must be addressed. First, our system was not configured to record the exact scan position information from different regions of the TM. However, the majority of data was collected near the light reflex because this was the most readily identifiable portion of the TM and the region that produced the brightest OCT signal. Therefore, the reported thickness measurements should be considered as an average from this region of the TM. The influx of additional cells, water, and blood due to inflammation present in acute OM will slightly alter the refractive index of the TM tissue, which will result in a small error in the measured thickness. Given that the refractive index of biological tissues varies by less than 10%, this thickness measurement due to changes in refractive index alone is also expected to be less than 10%. To account for the large differences in TM thickness observed in this study, the refractive index of an acute TM would need to be significantly higher (approximately 2.36) to solely account for this total increase in thickness. Therefore, the change in measured thickness of the TM is most likely due to a physically thicker TM, not solely a refractive index change due to inflammation. Ongoing research is also investigating the optical refractive indices of various species of bacteria in biofilms at different stages of growth.

In this study, the OCT system was limited to cross-sectional scans of the TM roughly 2 mm in depth and 2 to 3 mm in the transverse dimension. This was sufficient for extracting accurate thickness measurements. In the future, wider-field three-dimensional (3-D) scans of the TM will be used to fully account for any spatial variations across the TM. This may be most relevant in some early chronic OM cases for whom biofilm microstructure may be nonuniform or patchy and distributed randomly across the TM and middle ear.

In the future, longitudinal studies will track individual subjects throughout the management of this disease (from initial presentation of acute OM, during antibiotic treatment, in chronic OM, and after placement of tympanostomy tubes) to comprehensively follow these physiological changes and directly correlate them with the changing optical properties and OCT image features. Furthermore, these studies will attempt to provide a deeper understanding of the relationship between changes to tissue with infection as well as long-term tolerance strategies of the middle ear in chronic OM, and perhaps it will clarify the relationship between changes in thickness to the TM with immune response to infection. With the information from both the physical and otoscopic exams alongside these new additional quantitative metrics, physicians may be able to develop a more effective and individualized treatment plan for the patient.

Although quantitative baseline results are presented here, future prospective studies will be able to evaluate the treatment outcomes of different treatment plans based on the new information that OCT can provide of the TM and any associated biofilm. For example, ongoing studies seek to observe how a middle ear effusion or biofilm may respond to different courses of antibiotics or how a chronic TM and biofilm may resolve after a myringotomy procedure.

The device will be evaluated based on the outcomes of these and other future studies on its potential to provide physicians with more comprehensive information about the middle-ear status, which can be used to implement the most appropriate and effective treatment strategy to treat the infection. In the future, new system modifications will also be implemented for extended depth-ranging and 3-D volumetric imaging that can provide a view throughout the entire middle-ear cavity in vivo, encompassing the TM, any biofilm or effusion, and the middle ear mucosa to observe these structures and changes simultaneously.

CONCLUSION

This study presents a noninvasive and quantitative method to measure the in vivo thickness of the human TM, to identify middle-ear biofilms, and collectively to potentially help differentiate types of OM. Future investigations are needed to clarify which mechanisms are responsible for the observed decrease in chronic TM thicknesses toward relatively normal values. With the additional quantitative image-based diagnostic information provided by our imaging system, decisions for determining the appropriate patient care could be supported with quantitative findings and monitored over time.
throughout the treatment period. Future studies, in addition to following individual subjects longitudinally, will prospectively evaluate the use of this technology in treatment outcomes. This technology provides physicians with the new ability to noninvasively quantify the thickness of the in vivo TM and objectively identify the presence or absence of a middle-ear biofilm.
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